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welcome
PIE Framework

Congratulations on taking this step! Optimization can be crazy confusing for
most of us. So we'll use the PIE Framework - we'll divide up the ideas into
Potential, Importance and Ease.
Get a cup of coffee and take some time with these ideas - the entire purpose
of every idea in this pdf is to increase your readers' time on page! And they
WORK! :)

CathyTibbles
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statistics
WHY OPTIMIZATION?

According to HubSpot, when they
optimized 12 of their high-ranking
posts CTAs with the search
keywords, their visitors were
looking for, they increased lead
generation by 99% and conversion
rate by 87% from those posts

Articles that are >3,000 words
get 3x more traffic, 4x more
shares, and 3.5x more
backlinks than shorter articles.
(SEMrush, 2019)

According to Search Engine
Land, the average landing page
conversion rate is 2.35%.

Listicles get 2x more shares
than other blog post formats.
(SEMrush, 2019)
Use images... of real people
instead of stock images, as it
helps to increase the conversion
rate by 35% (optinmonster)
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PAGE OPTIMIZATION CHECKLIST
"Optimization of the page" - we're talking about a small component of CRO
- Conversion Rate Optimization.
For simplicity, we're going to focus on the optimization strategies that will
increase the readers' time-on-page.
Before we get started, log into your Google Analytics and take a screenshot
of the bounce rate and the time spent on the page. After these
optimizations you will see a lower bounce rate, and a longer time spent on
the page.
While you're in there, select the most popular pages so you can start
optimizing where it will make the most difference.
For a lot of strategies in growing your blog, we use the PIE framework - we
select the tasks that are in the sweet spot between potential, importance
and ease. It looks like this:
Potential: lets work on the stuff that makes the biggest impact!
Importance: if there are glaring things that we should change for legal
reasons, seo reasons, etc lets do those first.
Ease: all things being equal lets deal with all the easiest things first.
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PAGE OPTIMIZATION CHECKLIST
It goes without saying, that you should be using pop-up ads sparingly, and
have a mobile-friendly fast website. (test your core web vitals on our blog).

Does this article have a hook to capture attention right away? And is
it at least 1000 words long?
Move all call-to-actions (share buttons) to the
bottom of the post.
Add carousels, and videos on popular pages. Think - quotes
or stats or a list that you can put in images so they can scroll
through them.

Shorten paragraphs to 3 sentences or less. Write simpler
sentences. Break up text with blockquotes, lists and images.

Add manually curated related posts at the end of the content.

BONUS: get more pageviews by announcing your posts to your email list
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AD PLACEMENT
ABOVE CONTENT
Directly above the content is the most lucrative position for ads. And for
most bloggers in the content is a good place and for food bloggers, within the
recipe card gets the highest CPM (cost per mille) - Price paid per 1000
impressions.

DIRECTLY ADJACENT
The closer to the content and the less the user will
scroll past = good CPM
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FOOTER
Because advertisers pay for their ad to be
SEEN, in the header is no longer a good
placement - most readers scroll by without
even looking at it.

STICKY FOOTER
The favorite place for
advertisers is in a position
that sticks to the screen
and stays there for as long
as the user is on the page.
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REPURPOSE CONTENT
MAIN CONTENT
Once a week publish your main
piece of content - based on one
of your content pillars. Blog post
or podcast.

POST
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EXPANDED TIP
Take one point from your main
content and expand on it here.
Offer extra tips, a video or a
downloadable. Capture emails.

POST
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ROUND UP
Just like it sounds like - each
week create a type of post with
your favorites, things you're
reading, a list of seasonal recipes,
incorporate your style and voice.

POST
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SOCIAL MEDIA

SM

08
EMAIL
Gather up your posts of the week,
along with a favorite comment,
thing you learned or struggled
with this week and send to
subscribers.

Create 10 pins pointing to your 3
posts of the week. Turn your main
content piece into a carousel for
IG, a Tik Tok or Reel.

EMAIL
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SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

PINS

10 pins pointing to each piece of content.

Create fresh pins
by changing
background colors
or main images or
quote / no image.

Change titles of
posts using
synonyms and
headers in the
article.

VIDEO
Always use
trending audio (not
original if getting
audio from IG).

Video without your face.
Add screenshots
and photos into a
slideshow with
music - no face
time necessary!

IMAGES
Use canva free
account. Upload
images and frame
them or put in
mockup.

Use Tailwind's
create feature to
create many pins
from one template

Use apps like
Filmora, Lumen5 to
create videos that
don't require your
face.

With your camera.

Use 'photogenic'
filters - find one
you love and use it
on every photo for
cohesive look.
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Use canva app on
your phone before
uploading to SM so
all your images look
the same.

